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For a Future LSBC Newsletter and a Corner
Jeff Kroll <texas.blue.hen@gmail.com>
Thu 8/4/2022 11:43 AM

To: Julia Gibson <reggibson@comcast.net>;Ron Francey <revronfrancey@hotmail.com>

Bidding a makeable 7NT through proper hand evaluation.

S 2NT (19 hcp + 1 for the good 5 card diamond suit = 20. Bergen tells us that we
should add a point for 3 aces. We have 2, so we don't add a point but that's an
extra. We also have nice intermediates. That's an extra. The singleton King of
spades prevented the others from opening 2NT despite having the proper strength
and close to the proper distribution. The singleton King of spades, encourages me to
bid 2NT. If we end up in a notrump contract, I want the lead coming to the South
hand. It is highly unlikely that if West has the ace that West will lead it. It is usually
incorrect to lead an unsupported ace. But there's a reasonable chance West will have
4+ spades (after all there are 12 out) and will lead 4th best and as long as East
doesn't have the ace, I will make the King. Also if partner has length in spades and
transfers me there the King of spades is worth about the same as 2 small in a suit
contract.
Sure, there is a scenario where the 2NT bid will work out badly for me, but most of
the time it will work to my advantage. If the opponents know that I routinely do this
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and lead out the ace of spades, it might work out well for them (depending on
partner's spade holding) on this deal, but most of the time I won't have a singleton
King and it will work out well for me.)
N 7NT (16 hcp + the 20 to 21 points I showed with the 2NT bid = 36-37 points. It
takes about 37 points to make 7NT on pure power/high cards. North does not have
a long suit. North does have a useful 10. I would have checked for aces to be sure
we weren't off one. But North made the aggressive 7NT bid.)
I have these top tricks:
2 Spades
3 Hearts
5 Diamonds
2 Clubs12 total tricks.
So, I need one more.
Looks like the Grand is dependent on picking up a third club trick. Probably will take
a losing finesse in clubs and will go down. However, I will take all my winners first to
get the defense to discard. I will see if either defender discards a club. It's unlikely
that a defender will discard a club from Qxx until they are squeezed.
I think I have a better than 50% chance of making this slam, although it's incorrect to
risk a small slam on a speculative grand slam.
Fortunately for me, West leads the 3 of clubs (hello Queen) and my problems are
over. Defense is hard,
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No one else opened 2NT and no one else played 7NT.
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